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Stylish Solutions
Making a Plan to Refurbish and Refresh
By Ann McDonald 

Ah, January – the perfect time for resets, clean-outs and editing. I love the month
of January from a design standpoint. Last year, we wrote about the deep clean

(see the Jan. 14 Lamorinda Weekly article “Stylish Solutions: The Intrinsic Nature of
Deep Cleaning and Design” in the online archives) and this year I wanted to share our
inside tips for developing your own yearlong home accessory update calendar.

           
Every year our design clients ask questions about how to update realistically with

manageable time frames and budgets.

           
Just like you allocate time and funds for things like hair color, oil changes or clean-

ing supplies, taking the initiative to budget out accessory updates goes a long way to
gaining mastery over your home. It no longer feels out of control when you realize it’s
OK to spend “x amount of dollars” and “x amount of time shopping” on simple beauty
during the year.

           
Some clients like the monthly approach, but I have found, for most, setting aside

time to shop and money for each quarter of the year is more realistic. That way if you
decide to host a spring party, you aren’t robbing from March to pay April, but instead
have a larger allocation of both (time and money) for the “first quarter” to purchase the
niceties you were hoping for.

           
First, divide the year into quarters. Just like a well-run business, a well-run home

has seasons. Remember, this is not the line item for the deep clean or the changing of
the dryer filter, this is for the seasonal updates you need to make so your home doesn’t
look dated.

           
I like January through April (different from financial quarters to accommodate for

Easter), then May through June, July to September and October to December.

           
One of the keys: Push yourself outside your normal limits of style. It’s OK to start

small at first. Do you always purchase plaid? Try a contemporary style in a pillow or
something non-committal. These small increments of money and time allow for great
experimentation. If you are really unsure, experiment in guest rooms and home offices,
where you can go and visit your new styles rather than live with them every day.

           
How to determine numbers? Use a simple per square foot model. If you allocate

approximately $1 to $5 per square foot to update accessories throughout the year, for a
600-square-foot family room/kitchen area, you would be setting aside approximately
$3,000. That budget would be used for everything from updated pillows, throws, ac-
cessories and books for shelves, an ottoman or even an extra chair and side table.

           
Many clients with larger homes used for entertaining may set aside up to $15 per

square foot for accessory updates throughout the season and more.

           
... continued on page D10

The photo above is one example of a great seasonal update. Indoor/outdoor so it
can move from family room to outdoor patio, with heavy use – it bridges the gap
for people who normally purchase very traditional patterns. This contemporary pil-
low would work well partnered with a tartan or floral or solid.
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A Moraga client had a plate as a family heirloom, and found these bunny plates
that matched the color palate in a nice home-store catalog to possibly use season-
ally, after the design of their kitchen is completed. For seasonal, inexpensive up-
dates, this is an ideal influx of non-committal pretty.




